


Workplace Health Wellness and Safety 

Driver Risk Mitigation Opportunities with Ingeni Health

This report deals with opportunities in Personal Wellness, Health in Safe Operations within Commercial 

Transport and other Industries where the below trends are being put forward by industry and regulators.  

1. Extensive handling and asset safety sensors and technology exists

2. New non invasive sensors and technologies exist for empowerment, awareness and support for 

dealing with wellness and health 

3. Companies and industries can benefit from the not only improved wellness but also safety and in 

creating lower costs and sustaining operations.

4. In additions bio readings (sleep, activity, HRV, BP, ECG etc) to GPS, alerts, and fall detection, new 

motion detection can all provide micro and macro data for providing insights for proactive improved 

safety and wellness of employees and operation for mitigation and in building the cornerstones of 

great people and organizations.

Industry Size and Issues 

In 2018, trucks carried 11.49 billion tons of freight and generated $796.7 billion in gross freight revenues. 

It follows that there is a great number of trucking companies doing business in the United States. 

According to ATA (based upon data from the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration), more than 1.7 

million motor carriers were operating in the United States as of May 2019. More than 892,000 of these 

are for-hire carriers; in excess of 777,000 are private carriers (meaning they meet the needs of their own 

company and are not hired by third parties).

The FMCSA reports that in 2018, there were 164,559 crashes involving large trucks, resulting in 79,903 

injuries and 4,711 deaths. Between January 1, 2019, and June 30, 2019, large trucks were involved in 

more than 78,000 crashes, resulting in 2,148 fatalities and more than 37,000 injuries.

Current Trends:

• Corporations are necessarily moving towards employee wellness and health support due to variables 

of retention, material costs associated with absenteeism, productivity, insurance costs and 

requirements towards sustainability.  

o Shortage of qualified drivers across industries 
o Move towards bringing female drivers into the industry with a survey indicating that 71% of 

millennial women believe trucking is unsafe.
o Health and wellness is a standard and a material component of safety. 

o Technology increasing access to regulated standards increasing requirements of compliance. 

eg Glucose histories.

o Increasing standards for insurance with trucking companies are seeing material increases in 

insurance and with a growing “facility market” somewhat due to a shortage of drivers that 

meet increasing demands such as provable experience of 3 years or more. 

o Driver Compliance is much more than regulated driver hours today.
.



• Wellness and health being incorporated as key variable of safety across organizations that typically is two 

tiered being Safety Management and Regulatory Surveillance.

• Move by certain industries such as the Chemical industry “Responsible Care” standards have been set 

towards assuring sustainable practices incorporating all aspects of their industry including transport. 

Similarly, the Energy Safety Council and other industry associations have embraced standards for Safety and 

Sustainability.

• Medical standards for Independent Medical Examination certificates registered with regulators where 

comprehensive protocols and rules exist working with a driver’s own practitioners for assuring compliance

The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration breaks down average truck accident costs this way: 

• Basic health and property damage: $334,892

• When a semi-truck is pulling multiple trailers: $1.2 million

• When a semi-truck accident results in fatality: $7.2 million

Certification for Driver Fitness

GPS tracking, sensors and inspections of vehicles and goods has become standards whether owner operator or 

corporate owned vehicles and operations exist.   Standards into Driver health wellness and safety have been set to 

incorporate both self and regulatory defined standards.

Today Certification of Drivers in the three federal jurisdictions of North America regulate the assessment of 

“Medical Fitness For Duty”, have evolved where today where medical certifications provide for Commercial and 

non Commercial requirements with specifics as to chronic or otherwise temporary conditions.  While in the US 

vision, hearing and diabetes require supplemental reporting requirements, extensive protocols for commercial 

drivers covering chronic and temporary conditions exist. In Canada these are set Federally and regulated at the 

Provincial level with extensive protocols and compliance requirements. 


